
 

Please wait for Editorial review before publishing this content. Thank you! If you published this, please make sure it's live and
approved by the editor. The introduction to your blog post should be one or two sentences long and should summarize what your
blog post is about. This is the perfect place to pique the reader's interest and get them excited for more! All we ask in return is
that you follow these few guidelines: If you're writing an article, please keep it below 500 words in length. If it's any longer than
500 words, we'll split it into two articles so readers can easily digest what they read. If it's shorter than 500 words, we'll combine
all the articles into one. Please double-check your spelling and grammar. If you're submitting a photo with your article, please
try to make sure it looks professional and not blurry. Attach the picture as a jpeg or gif and make sure that it is under 10MB in
size. DO NOT submit photos that are more than 100KB in size; we will automatically reject them as they will not work on our
site. If you're writing an article, please keep it below 500 words in length. If it's any longer than 500 words, we'll split it into two
articles so readers can easily digest what they read. If it's shorter than 500 words, we'll combine all the articles into one. Please
double-check your spelling and grammar. If you're submitting a photo with your article, please try to make sure it looks
professional and not blurry. Attach the picture as a jpeg or gif and make sure that it is under 10MB in size. DO NOT submit
photos that are more than 100KB in size; we will automatically reject them as they will not work on our site. If you have a
private blog, please submit each article separately through the Guest Blogger form . For Every Article You Submit, Add In One
Picture In The Post And One In The Description If You Are Uploading An Article Through Our Form . Please Make Sure Your
Blog Has About 500 Hits In A Month. If you have a private blog, please submit each article separately through the Guest
Blogger form . For Every Article You Submit, Add In One Picture In The Post And One In The Description If You Are
Uploading An Article Through Our Form . Please Make Sure Your Blog Has About 500 Hits In A Month.

Writing and posting an article about a product or service is not against any of our Terms and Conditions. However, we ask that
you do not copy another website's content without permission or credit them for their original work. This includes copying
images or text from another source (with "fair use") and providing credit to the original site (with links). Copied text from other
sources, including other blogs, will be removed from your post. If you would like a copy of a press release or a news article
about a product or service, please contact us at [email protected] . If you have a blog and would like to link to the blog on your
post , please contact us via [email protected] so we can approve it. We can also give you permission to link to our site from
yours. At this point all the articles that you've written are published on our site! You've earned yourself some reputation points
by publishing articles on our website! The reputation points earned will allow you to collect certain items later in the event
system for blogging events.
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